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Abstract 

The progress of Wireless sensor network (WSN) in huge variety of appliances done in usual. Although, the 

power is a important aspects in the WSN atmosphere called battery-operated sensor nodes in the network takes 

large quantity of energy throughout broadcast. This work focus the power problem and gives an energy efficient 

multi-hop routing in WSN. Normally, the energy-efficient cluster heads are taken by through the Low Energy 

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol for efficient data broadcast, the sensor nodes delivers data 

over the CH, which transfers the data to the base station by the one chosen optimal hop. In Wireless Sensor 

Networks (WSNs), energy efficiency is part of major causes affecting the networks execution. Because a sensible 

routing algorithm, WSNs energy efficiency could be developed manifestly. Within many routing algorithms, 

hierarchical routing algorithms have pros in developing nets permanence and resilience, and it is better for 

widespread of networks. Clustering is a famous method to create the broadcast of data strengthen. The 

clustering model separates the sensor nodes into many clusters. Each cluster in network has single cluster head 

node, delivers the data to different sensor nodes in cluster. In such conditions, it is the important concept of few 

clustering algorithms to take the optimal cluster head on various occasions like few power usage, delay and so 

on. This paper gives the best energy efficiency of the node by taking the LEACH algorithm model and producing 

better or enhanced methods. 
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I. Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [5] gives the more and more widespread, always utilized to 

demonstrate huge various types of oversight jobs, roaming completely from exterior monitoring to Body Area 

Networks. The vintage resources of operate for sensor clients have been batteries; Energy Crop Wireless Sensor 

Networks (EH-WSNs) are rapidly fitting a truth. In this scheme, clients can get the power needed to function 

from the enveloping atmosphere. Various power origins can be employed, with several even further capable and 

eminent compared wth others, but the notion is that the abstract indefinite lifetime of EH-WSN raises single 

problems as clients can run for a long time period, enabling for further persistent payment and new use scripts. 

Moreover, EH-WSNs are marked by spacial mismatch: addicted on the specific point of power even rummaged 

it is not unusual to locate entirely various power position among various parts of the network, separate of yours 

real connection.  

As per the Paper [49] gives the lately, with the increasing grown up sensor techniques, wireless 

message techniques and computer technology, the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) has got a more focus. 

More leadership protocols for Local Area Networks (LANs) have been created with the required of network 

managed in WSNs. though, Over the is less protocol suggested for the isolated network leadership founded on 

Wide Area Networks (WANs). Therefore, it it is important to find the network design from Internet to WSNs 

and finds the isolated system leadership abilities and serving fashion of WANs. The wireless sensor network is 

most famous technical wireless networks and the clients in WSNs are source restricted, Widespread stationing, 

and large energetic. Owing to the reducing of clients energy and loosing connect attribute, the attribute of 

network may be unsure. Efficient network leadership plan must be employed to preserve the execution of 

network and develop the confidence of connection. Moreover, also got to realign the equivalent benchmarks of 

client’s network.  Thus the system can be designed resilient. For as it over, the Broadband Forum created the 

Technical Report 069 (TR069) protocol in order the brooches in internet is a good fit. Though, the TR069 

protocol can be simply used in customary internet instead of the merely WSNs and over there is some research 

at provided on apply the TR069 protocol to the low income WSNs.  

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6823-0182
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1.1 Security Requirement of WSN 

 The security requirements of WSN are same as to those who customary wireless network because they 

distribute several qualities. Because of unfriendly atmosphere and low income sensors, its harder to device 

message protocol such meets the conditions for WSN. This part will see the needed security qualities are 

explained. 

 Data confidentiality – To guaranteed to be satisfied of the text cannot be showed to the unlicensed 

recipient. The normal method to reach this is by encrypted the text with a hidden key that only the aimed to 

recipients will hold.  

 Data integrity and freshness – Data integrity assurances that the text had not changed at this 

extension. Data freshness safeguards network from reply attack.  

 Source authentication – Allows a sensor node to guaranteed the identities by the one peer node it is 

communicating with.  

 Availability – To ensure the survivors of network service opposing Denial-of-Service attacks.  

 

1.2 WSN Routing 

In wireless sensor networks the routing protocol is a key issue because of restricted funds possible. Packets shall 

be forwarded from source node to destination node succeed absorption attention many parts. Routing tables 

shall have the lists all open routes to the target besides the mechanical of that route. These routing tables should 

be regularly upgrade ensuring the network permanence. The some of causes are:  

1. Energy Consumption: the life of a node depends its assault that is restricted and taking the node’s 

extent. So, pass the data through few power is feasible is the main task in scheming a routing protocol. 

Sometimes sending data is cost more than handling the data.  

2.  Scalability: wireless sensor network can vary from less clients to hundreds or even thousands of 

nodes. So any routing protocol employed shall be useful for take care many nodes, register and gathering any 

mode it blazes throughout the field provided the nodes are situated or dispersed.  

3.  Connectivity: nodes are heavily posted in a area, from may be insulated from other. So, nodes should 

remain in bond despite few clients become falling.  

4. Network costs: Since wireless sensor network could rise up to thousands of nodes, at the expense of a 

node affects the value of the full network. The cuts the node’s cost the cuts the network’s throughout value.  

5. Data aggregation: Many clients may produce excess data resulting a bunch of needless traffic 

movement. Same data may be clumped, together, downsize lot of data sent. Aggregation of data collect data 

from various nodes using oppression (eliminating duplicates), min, max, and average 

 

6. Quality of service: as its name mentions it is the quality of service taken by confident request 

Moreover its seemed to be delivery, packet loss, data reliability, network lifetime, energy consumption, etc. The 

routing protocol takes has to run thereby requests off on one request.  

7. Fault tolerance: in most cases nodes are threw at random area and can be invaluable wherein fault. 

damaged, adversity or even empty assault may cause node failed. If so the sensor network must not be affected.  

8. Network topology: hundreds or even thousands of nodes may be posted in the controlled area. It may 

be posted near or remote from other. So hereby more nodes a better support scheme should be taken. Topology 

support may be released in these phases:  

a) Deployment phase: sensor can be handmade posted, separately, or at random posted, by a   level or 

projectile.  

b) Post-deployment: The network topology depends on few shifts relocate nodes because of ipcc failure 

of a node or even killed of a node because of inadequacy power. 

c) Redeployment: Retain the sensor network working, extra clients can attach to take place the gone 

clients.  

9. Security: as mentioned wireless sensor network be in used more delicate and crucial area. So, the data 

sent should be guaranteed since any outside attacks or unlicensed access.  
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1.3 WSN Clustering 

Clustering is a process of joining the nodes that are same articles or same figures. Every team is given 

as a cluster which includes articles of likeness among ourselves and moreover difference of articles of different 

kind of a cluster. The data clumped in the cluster fails to straight disclose thereby sink node. The data collected 

by the one sensor node is gathered by now cluster head which totals whole data collected and delivered the 

clumped data to base station [64]. The cluster head squeezes the data and eventually imparts thereby the sink 

node. This procedure is carried out to remove the power intake as well as to evade lose data because of 

information compression. Clustering of sensor nodes are being used to extend the lifelong of the network. 

Eviscerate the lifelong of isolated sensor network, the guidance estimate should be planned to achieve both 

energy expertise and energy adapt jointly. It is hard to simplify energy skills and energy fitted whole long time, 

that is unclear be exactly portrayed by spherical cow. The better methodology to realize the perfect mix of 

energy efficiency and energy equalizing is the key areas to expand the system lifetime. Fuzzy reason but then, 

potential for manage opposing conditions and inaccuracy in knowledge using heuristics human philosophy 

never required difficult numeric paradigm. Few  cluster head context reduces the power intake and increase the 

structure living. 

 

1.3.1 Taxonomy of the Clustering 

There are two methods of clustering: (i) Top-down method and (ii) Bottom-up method and are further 

divided into Hierarchical and Non-Hierarchical Clustering [64]. BTSVQ use the efficiency of k-means in 

sample space, grindelwald marked by a middle dimension and handful of clusters. The UPGMA creates clusters 

that depicts structure completion of pair up same match (or dissimilarity matches). Every iteration, the adjacent 

two clusters are connect jointly within increasing kind of clusters. The WPGMA algorithm gives the cluster and 

require a motionless hypothesis: it generates an ultra-metric cluster said the range by the one cluster to every 

sensor nodes are same.  

 
Figure 1: WSN clustering methods 

  

II. Literature Work 

The paper [1] gives the information about the overview of the Wireless sensor networks with the 

creating the new sensor node and CN,AP2,SN1 with constructing schemes and explanation of the collector node 

constructing scheme. The paper[2] gives the information about the urban bridge healthcare assessment with they 

had done with the sensor data with the listener also they had used the peer to peer wireless network, wireless 

sensor node, dynamic structural response also they explained with the sensed data with the some trucks and 

finally they explained and calculated the finite element simulation in the VANET. The paper[3] gives the 

information about the mobile monitoring muscular strained sensor based in wsn gives the information about the 

calculating the sensor data in WBAN with the some hardware and software for calculating the efficiency in 

wban. They are using the monitor,  graph view, history, user, and about us. They had been designed and created 

a mobile app for the recording the details. The paper [4] gives the information about the performance of the 

partner selection algorithm which gives the information about the IEEE 802.15.4 simulator with the low rate 

wireless personal area network with some lifegain, error probabilities. The paper [5] gives the information about 

the TR06 WAN management protocol in WIA-PA in wireless sensor networks which gives the information 

about the  TR069 NMS with some management mechanism, virtual device mechanism, data model mapping 

mechanism, protocol conversion interface with the multiple node, single node, Memory and CPU. The paper [6] 

gives the information about the study of the coupling of software defined networks and wireless sensor networks 
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which gives the information about the SDN and network control scenarios which explains the control plane, 

Data plane, with some programmable sensor networking, decoupling control and data plane, communication 

channel for control and data plane, and security considerations. The paper [8] gives the information about the 

Design of stable wireless sensor networks for the slope monitoring gives the information about the MIST with 

ZigBee which they are using the environmental problem such as available of less water etc. and they explained 

the proposed antenna work and device protected from the lightening. The paper [7] gives the information about 

the wireless visual sensor network and along with the wavelet analysis, designing of the data monitoring node, 

and wavelet analysis and they are using the wavelet algorithm for the using the DWT,SHPS etc. and finally they 

calculated the energy analysis. The paper [9] gives the information about the transmit control and data 

separation in Physical wireless parameter conversion sensor networks in event driven sensors and assuming the 

WSN as the star topology and the transmission control in the event driven sensor, problem in Phy-C SN with the 

transmission control in Event driven, Transmission control based on Gaussian probability process Model. The 

paper [10] gives the information about the design and performance of the high reliability optimal routing 

protocol for wireless multimedia sensor networks which gives the information about the WSN routing and the 

classifications, Dynamic MANET on Demand. Greedy Perimeter Stateless routing protocol in WSN, and they 

explained the Greedy Forwarded throughput based energy aware multipath routing protocol and they explained 

the Forwarding Mode of GFTM algorithm and along with the performance and simulations. The paper[11] gives 

the information about the  Data Privacy Protection Algorithm with Homomorphism Mechanism Based on 

Redundant Slice Technology in Wireless Sensor Networks which explains the network model of the Mixed 

Slice Homomorphism Mechanism to recover partial data when the target does not receive all the data slices, 

using linear redundancy al- gorithm. Also they explained the workflow from the target, data recovery under the 

packet loss, data recovery probability. The paper [12] gives the information about the Explanation:- the paper 

gives the new Trust management System in IoT. They had made the few evaluation to trust management 

System. They had provided the trust design decide. They are Prior Trust model practices, IoT 

requirements/contraints TMS Design decision And implementing they had taken as Information gathering, 

Entity selection,Transactions, Reward and Punish and Learning. The paper [13] gives the information about the 

Performance of LEACH and LEACH-C in ns2. So that they explained briefly about the LEACH and LEACH-C 

by taking the parameters and they are stimulating using the NS-2 simulator which shows the simulation of the 

sink co-ordinates. They taken the sink coordinates with the LEACH and LEACH-C used to find out the 

affective factor. The some locations are base stations. The paper [14] gives the information about the an energy 

efficient algorithm based on LEACH protocol which explains the cluster formation and they explained the setup 

phase, steady state phase. They explained the LEACH algorithm by computed the λ. They explained the radio 

propogation model,operational ratio of cluster heads. The paper [15] gives the information about the Q LEACH 

energy efficient cluster based routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. They explained the LEACH, Q-

LEACH, PEGASIS, TEEN, APTEEN also they explained the Location based routing, restriction flooding. The 

paper [16] gives the information about the Survey of LEACH based Security protocols, explains the security 

requirements of WSN, LEACH based security protocols, Sec LEACH, SC-LEACH, Armor LEACh, ms-leach,  

which explains the various algorithms. The paper [17] gives the information about the improvement of leach 

protocol in wsn explains the leach-r protocol in the stimulation. They computed the T(n)’ using the TDMA 

protocols. They had taken the various paramters for the  leach r protocol to calculate the performance. The paper 

[18] gives the information an enhanced LEACH protocol in Wireless Sensor Networks. They had taken the E-

LEACH protocol takes the residual energy for considerations. They had taken ICL-LEACH for their proposed 

work as the initial phase, cluster setup phase and steady phase. For Simulation they are using the CC2240 radio 

model. The paper [19] gives the information of the Threshold sensitive of the LEACH protocols with the 

problem statement along with the Heterogeneous network model, Radio Energy Model, So they implemented 

MATLAB software for calculating the two level heterogeneous LEACH protocol. The Paper [20] gives the 

information of the LEACH protocol with its improvement. They explained clearly about the LEACH protocol 

so they proposed the PR-LEACH. The simulation which they done in the NS-2 Simulator for the EZ-LEACH, 

which is good performance of the having the FND,LND,HND energy consumption. The paper[21] gives the 

information of the Energy efficient-m level LEACH protocol, which they explains about the WSN protocol, 

with the direct transmission, Minimum transmission energy protocol and the LEACH protocol, also they 

explains the flow chart of the LEACH protocol, also they explains the Improved WSN such as TL-LEACH, M-

LEACH, DD-LEACH, so they implemented the DD-TL LEACH algorithm protocol. The paper [22] gives the 

information of the LEACH Protocol analysis and optimization of WSN based on PSO and AC. So they 

explained the cluster based selection, route setting, local adjustment strategy, and for the algorithm model 

establishment they had taken the various approaches. The paper[23] gives the information about the analysis of 

the leach protocol in formal verifications, so they explains the Minimum separation distance algorithm for the 

remaining nodes in the cluster heads. They explains the various model of the LEACH protocol such as LEACH-

F. The paper [24] gives the information of the brief of the LEACH protocol and along with the DES of the 

LEACH protocol they applied the DES algorithm for the LEACH protocol for the security purposes. So they 
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calculated the number of rounds, no of dead nodes and the remaining energy in the node. The paper [25] gives 

the information of the clustering based routing, and E-LEACH, M-LEACH, and the LEACH-C protocol they 

explained about the LEACH-C protocol and omnet++ which they had been implemented. The paper [26] gives 

the information of the ICH-LEACH and along with the LEACH protocol so this is used to calculate the energy 

consumption of the LEACH protocol. The paper [27] gives the information of the about the kangaroo method 

and the kangaroo algorithm and the jumping procedure. The proposed algorithm has the cluster creation phase, 

data transmission phase, and analysis of results. The paper [28] gives the information about the LEACH routing 

protocol in WSN which gives the information about the leach protocol and LEACH-C, TEEN,HEED. They 

implemented the LEACH-R protocol for which is based on the cluster based head which they implemented 

using the MATLAB software. The paper [29] gives the information of the LEACH-R protocol which they had 

done in the Simulation in MATLAB so that we can find the clusters with n nos.  The paper [30] gives the 

information of the Q-LEACH protocol which the they explained the PEGASIS, LEACH and Q-LEACH, which 

they explains the Q-LEACH is 57% less energy for sending packets to LEACH. The paper [31] gives the 

information of an energy efficient algorithm based on the LEACH protocol which explains the LEACH 

algorithm along with LEACH-R algorithm and they explain the radio system propagation model, optimal radio 

of cluster heads, and they are taking the parameter values for computing the LEACH-R algorithm. The 

paper[32] gives the information about the cluster based data aggregation with the packet loss with the some data 

corruption and prevention and they explained the aggregation tree construction and slot scheduling algorithm 

which they had been explained with the end to end delivery, packet delivery ratio, packet drop, normalized 

overhead and residual energy. In the first phase i.e., Aggregation Tree Construction phase, the data packets 

received from the cluster members is aggregated by the cluster head using compressive aggregation function. 

The paper [33] gives the information about the data communications for the energy efficient intracircular in wsn 

which gives the active and passive choice and they explained the energy efficient intra-cluster data 

communication scheme with they had taken the few parameters also they designed the network and attacker 

model and they explained the cluster and layer scheme with they explained the algorithm and path selection 

schemes, and they calculated the energy consumption analysis. The paper [34] gives the information of the 

particle swarm optimization based clustering algorithm in mobile sink in wsn gives the information mobile sink 

based routing algorithm and sink movement strategies and they explained the PSO based routing algorithm and 

they checked the performance evaluations. The paper[35] gives the information about the Energy-efficient and 

Low Package Loss Clustering in UAV-assisted WSN using Kmeans++ and Fuzzy Logic gives the information 

of the UAV with WSN and they explained the wireless sensor energy consumption model of the WSN so they 

compared with the LEACH algorithm along with JAVA with the some various parameters such as lifetime and 

storage comparison. The paper[36] gives the information of hybrid clustering protocol in WSN gives the 

information of clustering information of the LEACH algorithm so that they are using the HCP phases and CoN 

algorithm with the IP addresses blocks. The paper[37] gives the information of the A Hybrid Energy Utilization 

Cluster-based Routing Protocol for WSN for application in IoT wit the some of the LEACH with the DEEC and 

SEP and they explained the DEEC as the proposed method. Also they explained the DEEC-VD and they finded 

the optimum path. The paper[38] gives the information of the Genetic clustering route algorithm with the WSN 

cluster based route algorithm along with the 2 cluster routing algorithm. The paper[39] gives the information of 

the H-LEACH which gives the information of the clustering in WSN with the Q-LEACH. They explained the 

Modified Hybrid Low energy Adaptive Clustering Hierachy with the some simulation values had been taken. 

The paper[40] gives the information of the single hop and multihop transfer in wsn with the some of the features 

of clustering methods. And also they explained the various protocol which they used for the hierarchical 

clustering and they explained the clustering process along with the CH selection. They explained the HQCA-

WSN algorithm. The paper[41] gives the information of the clustering without CH Selection procedures, with 

CH procedures. They explained the load balanced clustering problems and they explained the dynamic program 

and they explaind the routing algorithm. The paper [42] gives the information of the cluster model in WSN and 

intra and intercluster in WSN also they explained MCDS-MI with Bi-Partite Graph method and they constructed 

the Steiner tree and they explained the Energy Optimized Cluster-head Selection in Minimum Connected 

Dominating Set using Multi-hop information algorithm and Load Balanced Energy Optimized Bi-Partite Graph 

construction Input Required: A Bi-Partite Graph BG (G)=(V, V’, E) along with the flowchart. The paper[43] 

gives the information of the CSSN algorithm of the time synchronization with the combination of the TPSN 

algorithm. The paper[44] gives the information of the radio energy dissipation model with the K-Means 

clustering algorithm, they had taken the some approaches for constructing the scheme. The paper[44] gives the 

information of the Fuzzy based enhanced cluster head selection (FBECS) for WSN with the clustering heads 

with the LEACH algorithm and they explained the cluster formation in FBECS along the building blocks of the 

fuzzy system and they implemented in MATLAB. The paper[45] gives the information of the SVM with the 

intrusion detection in WSN which explains the layers of the OSI model along with the attacks in the OSI layers. 

Along with the Clustering based on sensor nodes weight. Also they explained the trust evaluations algorithm. 

The paper[46] gives the information of the LEACH-KED algorithm with the some few stages. The LEACH-
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KED is slower than the other two algorithms. In general, LEACH-KED algorithm extends the survival time of 

the network. Based on LEACH agreement and combined with the advantages of LEACH-C. the paper[47] gives 

the information of the Variable Initial Energy and Unequal Clustering (VEUC) Based Multicasting in WSN and 

they explained the UHEED algorithm with the LEACH and also they explained the comparison of the various 

leach algorithms. The paper [48] gives the information of the true outlier decision problem and they explaind the 

adaptive LMS method with the SEMCL method. And they explained the communication protocol with the true 

outlier decision. The paper[49] gives the information of the unequal clustering based in multiclustering in wsn 

based on the UHEED algorithm with they calculated the energy required is 𝐸𝑅and they simulated the VEUC 

algorithm. The paper[50] gives the information of the detection in the outlier region and they explained the 

clustering methods based on the data and they explained the REWLS method, Adaptive LMS method. They 

explaned the communication algorithm and true outlier region with the detection. The paper[51] gives the 

information of the SEP and DEC hierarichical clustering algorithm in WSN which has gives the information of 

SEP(Stable Election Protocol) and DEC algorithm(Deterministic Energy Efficient Clustering Algorithm) along 

with the Energy model analysis, Performance Parameters. They had simulated the results using the MATLAB 

with some phases such as stability phase, instability phase, network lifetime/duration, throughput. The paper[52] 

gives the information such as Multi-hop Communication based optimal clustering in hexagon and voronoi cell 

structured WSN with some diagrammatic representation of the A hexagon clustered sensor network architecture 

showing child CH and parent CH. And they taken some arguments such as contributions, definitions, data 

propogation model such as optimal number of CH with hexagon constellation with some cases with calculation 

taken as data aggregation ratio(DAR). The paper [53] gives the information of the artificial bee colony 

optimization based clustering protocol which they had performed in the LEACH in the Ant Colony 

Optimization algorithm which they had been introduced. Which they had been simulated in the MATLAB with 

some no of sensors, clusters etc. the paper[54] gives the information of the increasing the QoS parameters with 

clustered architecture which they tells about the spiral based cluster sensor network and for the proposed 

framework they had taken the bandwidth allocation, network latency, and they tells about the performance study 

about the network density vs bandwidth, Superframe length and round vs. packet size. The paper [55] gives the 

information of adaptive clutering approach in wsn which tell about the HEED protocol, FT-EEC protocol, and 

they had taken the system model as the energy consumption model, network assumptions, cluster head 

competition phase, data transmission phase, and they had been implemented in the LEACH protocol. The 

paper[56] gives the information of the dynamic selection of the cluster head of the within heterogeneous 

wireless sensor network which gives the Low energy Sensor nodes(LESN) and High energy sensor 

nodes(HESN) and they explained the Cluster head selection phase, communication phase, and along with the 

flow chart. The paper[57] gives the information of the various routing topology in the wsn which has logical 

topology, global limited topology and global topology and they had modified the leach protocol with the 

100*100 clusters and they had been evaluated in the MATLAB. The paper[58] gives the information of the 

Node Density Based Clustering to Maximize The Network Lifetime of WSN Using Multiple Mobile Elements 

which they had been evaluated in the algorithm with the node selection which they are used the NS2 simulator. 

The paper[59] gives the information of the An Energy-effective Routing Protocol Efficiently Constructs Cluster 

Topology for WSN which gives the detailed explanation of the LEACH algorithm with the flow diagram also 

they calculated the various formulas and then they explained the about the various phases in the LEACH 

algorithm. The paper[60] gives the information of the wsn energy efficiency in the fuzzy logic some sensing 

unit, signal conversion unit, CPU/Microcontroller, Memory unit, power unit, Transceiver and they calculated 

the residual energy algorithm with some phases in it. Also they taken the various parameters which they had 

been calculated. The paper[61] gives the information of the energy efficient of the layered clustering in wsn 

which gives the LEACH and HEED also they explained the EELC protocol with the 200 nodes and radius is 100 

meters. They define network lifetime as the time when the first node in the network exhausts its energy. It is 

measured by the number of rounds the network can last until the first node dies. The paper [62] gives the 

information of the adaptive wsn clustering scheme based on the energy HEED, PEGASIS,EECS, EUCA, the 

clustering protocol which they had done here is the LEACH protocol so they had done the simulation in the 

MATLAB software, so they compared with the DCNE protocol. The paper[63] gives the information the 

Prolonging of the Network Lifetime ofWSN using Fuzzy Clustering Topology which they described here as 

LEACH and CHEF with the some of the CH node which they had taken the fuzzy logic algorithm with the some 

of the cluster head. The paper [64] gives the information A Data Fusion Using Un-even Clustering for WSN 

which they explained about the protocol with the different kinds of the transmission. They also stimulated the 

result in NS2 which the comparison of the LEACH,LEACH-C, with the survival time of the 720s. but the 

LEACH is 47% which is the extension of the DFHCAC . The paper[65] gives the information  of of the 

wsn, wsn clustering , along with the characteristics of the clustering, and the clustering objectives. The paper 

[66] gives the information A Novel K-Means L-Layer Algorithm for uneven Clustering in WSN which is the 

some of the Machine Learning concept which has been used in the LEACH algorithm so they had been 

calculated the K Means algorithm with some no of clusters in the MATLAB which they had been calculated the 
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uneven clusters. Also they had been calcullatd the routing of packet in uneven clustering. The paper[67] gives 

the information of the secure and energy aware of the multihop protocol in wsn which gives the explanation of 

the Taylor C-SSA which they explained the LEACH protocol cluster head selection also they explained along 

with the architecture. Also they explained the Energy, delay, Intra cluster distance, Inter cluster distance, Link 

lifetime, Trust model etc also they calculated the new solutions, with some comparative analysis. The paper[68] 

gives the information of the Multi-objective fractional particle lion algorithm for the energy aware routing in the 

WSN which tells about the network model in WSN, Radio Model in WSN, and they constructed the MOFPL 

algorithm with the to find the Optimal cluster head node. With some various parameters which they had taken as 

Solution encoding, Multi-objective Fitness function and they constructed the MOFPL algorithm. The paper[69] 

gives the information of the Categorization based on clustering algorithms. And they differentiated the features 

and challenges in the conventional cluster head selection models, and they taken the parameter selection of the 

cluster head selection models, and they explained the about the GSO algorithm with some of the Conventional 

FFOA and they explained the FGF algorithm for the optimal CH selection along with the flowchart. The paper 

[70] gives the information of the energy harvesting in the WSN platform which gives the ESN platform models 

such as platform hardware, power management, network communication,sensors, Network Interfaace software. 

And coming to the ENS sensor server which gives the ENS network viewer so they had taken the survey of the 

and implemented the Network Interface software. The paper [71] gives the information of the T-ANT is an 

ACO-based protocol which aims to form balanced and well distributed clusters in the WSN. The T-ANT 

operates in two rounds comprising a cluster setup phase and a steady phase. And they had taken the comparative 

analysis of the T-ANT and they constructed the CB-RACO and tthey explained the Vertex labelled Propoation 

algorithm and community hierarchy procedure and intracommunity setup procedure and intercommunity setup 

procedure with some simulation parameters. And they calculated the results, energy efficiency, delivery delay. 

The paper[72] gives the information Multi-hop network used to evaluate performance of different PMs. The 

Relay Device (RD) forwards all packets from the End Device (ED(2)) to the Base Station (BS). With some 

explained about the balanced QoS and WVR-PM. Also they explained about the dual path architecture for the 

autonomous nodes, wake up variation reduction power manager and positive energy power manager, negative 

energy power manager and synchronized wake up interval MAC protocol and they explained the SyWiM 

Protocol Design and they explained the flooding based routing algorithm  and they carried out the simulation 

using OMNET++. The paper gives the information of [73] nodes distribution model, mathematical model for 

energy consumption, and the simulation which they had done in the sensor networks having the 100*100 with 

some different layers. So they improved the EUCM protocol. The paper [74] gives the information as energy 

efficiency in beacon-less protocol explains the geographic forwarding protocols, energy efficiency in medium 

access control. And they designed the PFMAC PROTOCOL along with greedy forwarding of PFMAC. The 

paper[75] gives the information of the energy management in wsn which gives the LRWPAN, SMAC, TMAC 

which they explained about the IEEE 802.15.4 standards with the some of the CSMA/CA slotted version. They 

calculated the energy efficiency in present in the node. So the implemented in Omnet++ with some parameters. 

The paper[76] gives the information such as energy efficient in the load balancing in the WSN which they 

explained the WSN load balancing and the hierarchy of the grey wolves in a group also they taken the few 

parameters such as  to calculate the hunting prey, attacking prey. They explained the GWO approach with the 

base station and gateways. The paper[77] gives the information of the intrusion detection techniques in the WSN 

which they had been approached as the Bayesian approach for the prediction, energy efficiency approach, so 

they had done the simulation in the MATLAB software. Also they explained about the types of the DoS attack 

with the lifetime of the network, throughput of the network, energy consumption of the network. The paper[78] 

gives the information of the energy efficienct hybrid clustering approach in they explained about the CH 

selection selection, hybrid selection, and finally they calculated the results. The paper[79] give the information 

of the energy efficient clustering algorithm in wsn using the ABC metaheuristic which give the information of 

the honeybee swarm intelligence. Also they explained the algorithm, also they explained the energy model, and 

the clustering algorithm. So they implemented the Castalia and Omnet++ carried for the simulations. The 

paper[80] gives the information suchas IEEE 802.15.4 techniques such as MAC and PHY layer which also they 

described the Architecture of the LR-WPAN devices. And they explained the beacon internal structure. Also 

they explained the CSMA/CA slotted algorithm. They carried the Omnet++ simulator for their implementation. 

The paper[81] gives the survey of the various methods in the WSN energy efficiency.which explains the 

applications of the Wireless sensor Networks and they explained the low power WSN standards. They explained 

the Energy saving mechanisms, also they explained the energy efficiency routing. The paper[82] gives the 

information as energy efficiency delay clustering protocol in the WSN which explains the cluster head selection 

algorithm, principle of threshold conditions, and they explained the proposed hybrid chart. The paper[83] gives 

the information such as efficient communication scheduling in clustered wsn an they explained the models 

which is used in WSN. The prelimnary works such as 1 hop gossip protocol. Refinement with the join/leaving 

procedure of sensors  and they explained the Clusters detection scheduling and clusterization of multihop wsn. 

The paper[83] gives the information of save battery power of each sensor by bounding the time spent in 
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Transceiver and run states (which are the states in which sensors consume most of their batteries). There are 4 

approaches which they had been taken for the managing communications. For the prelimnary works they had 

taken the 1 hop gossip protocol, Refinement with the join/leaving procedure of sensors , Clusterization for 

multi-hop WSN. The paper[84] gives the information of the of the MAC topologies and techniques in WSN and 

Transmit based SAS, Received based SAS and they compared the SASs for TDMA MAC protocols and they 

compared the energy efficiency analysis of WSN for receive-based and transmit-based SASs. The paper [85] 

gives the information such as dual band sensor antenna design for the low energy cost wireless sensor networks 

which give the information of the sensor node and they had taken the parameters such as 𝑊𝑠 ,𝑊𝑝 ,𝑊𝑔 ,𝑊𝑓 ,𝑊𝑖𝑛 , 

and they configured the Sensor antenna design along with the measurement results. The paper[86] gives the 

information such as concept of the energy efficiency, existing hierarchical routing algorithms, the design of the 

energy aware clustering method based on HAC, design of EESSC, the data structure of EESSC with the 

algorithm, CH rotation and re-clustering and they EESSC with the DHAC. The paper [87] gives the information 

of the active nodes, with the SPAN with the LEACH and they explained the Solar powered Wireless Sensor 

Networks with analysis and they explained the SENSOR radius and the analysis of the Single stream 

case with some LEMMA and they explained the algorithm for the least node with maximum total energy. The 

paper[88] gives the information with the WSN in the smart agriculture. And they explained the MAC protocols 

in WSN and the energy efficiency routing protocols in WSN 

 

III.  Enhanced LEACH(Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) Protocol 

LEACH is a clustering adaptive protocol proposed by W. R. Heinzelman, et al and is a very accepted 

algorithm for WSNs that minimises power loss of SNs [13]. There, the bunches are made depending upon the 

value of Received Signal Strength (RSS) of each SNs as well as uses CH as routers as of the BS. LEACH 

utilizes irregular turn by the one SNs for equally of power loss at the point  for a SN to be CHs. After a lot of 

iterations moreover the writer, it has decided that only 5% by the one totalling of SNs desire served as CHs 

along the network. It divides the full sensor network into more clumps and each clumps has a CH and the 

runtime of network is separated into laps. The CH is a exclusive client, nor has duty of a planning in Time 

Division Multiple Access (TDMA) format. Additional CH duty is of dispatch the grouped data to the BS and it 

has been delivered as a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) model so that prevent intrusion. These two 

processes treated by LEACH as collision preventions, alongside each cluster (TDMA) and among clusters 

(CDMA). 

The working of Enhanced LEACH protocol is divided into two phases: 

a) Set-up Phase-In LEACH 

 They taken that each node starts with normal shared power. So at random, one client becomes the CH that are 

not earlier CH previously and pending clients being the membership clients by the one cluster. To become a CH, 

is an power intense operate. If elicits k numerals of clients available in the network, then it will be new round k-

1 clients having chance to becoming next CH client. 

b)  Steady State Phase 

In steady state phase data transmission starts. The element client of cluster delivers the perceived data to the CH 

client by itself TDMA slot. After the estimation and data collesction the cluster head delivers it the main plant.  

 

In Set-up phase, the choice of CH is depends on the equation of boundary. Each SN creates an despotic variate 

among 0 and 1, and if it worth of SN is smaller boundary value certainly will make a CH at this laps. 

𝑇 𝑛 =  

𝑃

1 − 𝑃(𝑟 ∗ 𝑚𝑜𝑑(
1

𝑝
)
𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝜀𝐺

    0                                 𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

  

Where 

P is the Probability of selection of CH,  

r is the existing round  

G is the group of SNs that have not been CH in the current epoch. 

After it was elected as CH, it telecasts its rank of even CH by the use of Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 

Media Access Control (MAC) protocol. Every SN takes their CH based on RSSI value given by every CH. All 

SNs deliver the readiness mail to the proper CH through CSMA MAC protocol. After CHs plans whole SNs 

through TDMA structure for pass dat. In steady state phase, each SN delivers the date to the relevant CH in 

period structure. Thereafter each CH groups and granulate the gathered details and transfer which in the BS. 

LEACH protocol is the vintage routing protocol in wireless sensor networks. LEACH protocol takes few clients 

at random called cluster head, and transforms this post to equalize the low-power of clients at the network. The 

bunch head merges the data that is mailed by normal clients inside cluster, next time sent to sink, therefore 

minimizing the so many excess send data. 
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IV. Simulation and Result 

The environment in which we build our simulation model was MATLAB. The name MATLAB stands 

for matrix laboratory. MATLAB, created by MathWorks Inc., is a software package for high yield numerical 

calculation and display. The mixture of study aptitudes, elasticity, confidence, and strong visuals 

putting MATLAB the chief software package for researchers.  Elicts many elective toolboxes wrote for particular 

requests namely signal processing, control systems design, system identification, statistics, neural networks, 

fuzzy logic, symbolic computations, and others. MATLAB made improved by the so strong Simulink 

program.Simulink is a software package for patterning, simulate, and analysis active systems. It sustains linear 

and nonlinear systems, modelled in subsequent, sampling period, or a combination of the two.  

Table 1: Simulation Settings 

 
 

 

 
 

     Fig 4.1: WSN Nodes 

 

 
    Figure 4.2: Operating nodes per round 
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Figure4.3: Operational nodes per transmission 

 

 

 
   Figure4.4:Energy consumed per transmission 

 

 
Figure 4.5  LEACH vs Proposed algorithm 
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V. Conclusion 

In our proposed work analysed, how the performance of LEACH with the sink locations in MATLAB. 

The main objective is to analyze the clustering nodes along with the operational nodes which will be zero and 

we are computing the operational nodes along with the 10 iterations which will be calculated. Finally proved 

that the Extended LEACH  routing protocol in the WSN as extend the network life by taking the LEACH with 

WSN.  
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